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PROPOSED SITE INFORMATION

This vision proposes a 5-6 story structure using a site on Spring Street currently used by a parking lot with a pedestrian connection to Main Street.

PROPOSAL

Based on the 2002 Arts Feasibility Study, it includes:

• 100 parking spaces
• 1000 seat theater
• 300 seat Flex Theater
• 100 seat multipurpose room (conference space)
• Restaurant & events/lobby space
• Staff area
• Circulation atrium
• Outdoor roof garden

DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The proposal subdivides the site into two volumes with a circulation atrium between. The facade combines glass and a white baffles to create two floating boxes from the two volumes. The first is a white baffled 1000 seat theater on a glass facaded lobby/restaurant. The second is a white baffled parking area with a glass volume floating above including the 300 seat, 100 seat, and staff spaces with the Nashua skyline as the backdrop.

The proposal celebrates a new view of Nashua and art while continuing to invigorate Nashua’s downtown. Visit Gonashua.com to see the presentation and PDF. Explore the art of possibility!